Yagyas for Health & Beauty : Rudrabhishek Yagya

Rudrabhishek Yagya

This yagya is done for Lord Shiva on behalf of the person who order for it. Lord Shiva represents the aspect of the supreme being and is
considered to be the destroyer of all evil and negative forces.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $ 1,100.00

Ask a question about this product

Description
This yagya is done for Lord Shiva on behalf of the person who orders for it.
Lord Shiva represents the aspect of the supreme being and is considered to be the destroyer of all evil and negative forces. He protects
devotees from evil forces & possible dangers. He is the Divine Cosmic Dancer & the source of fertility in all living beings. So this yagya gives a
miracle result to bestow prosperity, fulfillment, removal of negativities, purify the negative karma & give the protection in life. Rudravishek Yagya
is done by our well trained vedic pandits with full devotion for the fulfillment of one’s desire. Rudrabhishek is an exclusive and one of 3 most
popular and ultimate rituals dedicated to Lord Shiva. Rudrabhishek is done for more than 40 purposes including the following but each purpose
has a sparate procedure to be followed. Doing Bigger Rudrabhishek Yagya gives more, stronger and faster results. So try doing appropriate
Yagya as per your requirements. Sometimes doing Rudrabhishek may prove to be just a little for bigger and complicated problems. There are
more Yagyas those support a common issues. Go through all Yagyas and try doing multiple Yagyas for same purpose and togehter if you want
to put all your efforts without taking any chance.
Rudrabhishek is appropriate for the following problems or purposes:
Recovery from dangers
Recovery from accidents
prevention of dangers, accidents, marakesh
Help in severe physical illnesses
Health recovery
Wealth & Prosperity
Selling a property
Buying a suitable property with good profits
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Finding a desired life partner
Getting marriage Elimination of marital trouble
Getting desired child
Nature support in starting business
improvement in business
improvement in income
Family welfare, protection and harmony
Spiritual motivation
Enlightenment & Siddhi
Knowledge & Wisdom
Winning in court cases

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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